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Amplitude-squared squeezing of the electromagnetic field
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Operators are defined which correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the square of the
field amplitude. These operators obey an uncertainty relation. Squeezing with respect to these
operators is defined and minimum uncertainty states are discussed. A number of nonlinear optical
processes are examined and shown to produce this effect. Interactions which couple one mode
amplitude to the square of another convert this type of squeezing into normal squeezing. An ex-
ample of such an interaction is given.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electric field in an electromagnetic wave can be
represented by a complex amplitude which describes
both the magnitude and the phase of the field. In the
quantum-mechanical description the real and imaginary
parts of this amplitude obey an uncertainty relation. If
the uncertainties in the real and imaginary parts are
equal, then the minimum uncertainty states are coherent
states. If the requirement of equal uncertainties is
dropped, then there is a whole new class of minimum
uncertainty states which are said to be squeezed. ' In
general, a state is squeezed when the uncertainty in one
of its field quadrature components is less than it would
be in a coherent state.

By considering higher-order correlation functions of
the field amplitude it is possible to define higher-order
squeezing effects. Hong and Mandel defined a state to
be squeezed to 2Nth order if the expectation value of the
2Nth power of the difference between a field quadrature
component and its average value is less than it would be
in a coherent state. ' They found this type of squeezing
in a number of nonlinear optical processes. Another ap-
proach has been explored by Braunstein and
McLachlan. They considered higher-order analogs of
the squeeze operator in order to define what they called
generalized squeezed states. As is shown by their Q rep-
resentations, these states have highly unusual noise prop-
erties. It is possible to define yet another form of
higher-order squeezing in terms of the real and imagi-
nary parts of the square (or higher powers) of the field
amplitude. This type of squeezing, amplitude-squared
squeezing, arises in a natural way in second-harmonic
generation. It should be noted that all of the different
kinds of higher-order squeezed states are nonclassical.

In this paper further properties of amplitude-squared
squeezing will be examined. In Sec. II minimum uncer-
tainty states for the variables which characterize this
kind of squeezing are discussed. Generalizations of the
total noise of a state are defined and used to find a lower
bound on the square of the number of photnns necessary
to achieve a given level of amplitude-square squeezing.
Sections III and IV are concerned with the role of

amplitude-squared squeezed states in nonlinear optics.
The production of these states and their use in the pro-
duction of normal squeezed states are both discussed.

II. DEFINITIONS AND MINIMIUM
UNCERTAINTY STATES

Let us consider a single mode of the electromagnetic
field with frequency cu and creation and annihilation
operators a and a. %'hen examining squeezing effects it
is more useful to work with the slowly varying operators

A =e' 'a, (2. 1)

Standard squeezing is defined in terms of the operators

Xi ——( A + A ) /2, X2 i ( A —A——) /2, (2.2)

which correspond to the real and imaginary parts, re-
spectively, of the mode amplitude. In a similar fashion
one can define operators which represent the real and
imaginary parts of the square of the amplitude

Y, =(A +A )/2, Y2=i(A —A )/2 .

These operators obey the commutation relation

(2.3)

[Yi, Y ]=2i (2%+1) (2.4)

and, as a result, satisfy the uncertainty relation

EYib, Yp) (X+—,
' ), (2.5)

where X = 3 A. A state is squeezed in the Y
&

variable
if

(2.6)

and similarly for Y2. As was mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, such states are nonclassical.

A class of states which are minimum uncertainty
states in the Y& and Yz variables are the even and odd
coherent states. These states play the same role for Y~

and Y2 that the coherent states do for Xi and X2. Even
and odd coherent states are defined by
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These states, and any linear combination of them, are
eigenstates of the operator a . The expectation values
and variances of Yi and Yz (at t=0) in the above states
are
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From Eq. (2.8) it can be seen that for both
I
a), and

I
a ) 0 Eq. (2.5) is satisfied with the inequality replaced by

an equality, and that (&Yi ) =(b, Yz) . In fact, any
linear combination of

I a), and
I
a), has these proper-

ties as well.
The even and odd coherent states also minimize a gen-

eralized form of the total noise. The total noise of a
state, as defined by Schumaker, is

Z =[(A' —& A'&)'+(A —
& A &)']/2,

Zz =i [( A —( A ) ) —( A —( A ) ) ]/2,
(2.15)

which measure the square of the fluctuations of A about
its mean value. The commutator of Z& and Zq is

[Zi,Zz]=i[2N+1 —2(A ( A )+ ( A ) A)

+2& A'&& A &],

(2.16)

which yields the uncertainty relation

(bZ, )(bZz) ) (N ) —( A ) ( A ) + —,
' =(~i ) +(~z )

A state is squeezed in the Z& variable if

combination of even and odd coherent states.
As was shown in a previous publication, the type of

squeezing defined in Eq. (2.6) arises naturally in second-
harmonic generation. This form of squeezing, however,
has the disadvantage that it depends upon the amplitude
of the state, i.e., if

I

'P) is squeezed in the Y, variable
this does not mean that D(a)

I
4) will be squeezed in

Here D(a)=exp(aa —a*a) is the coherent state
displacement operator. It is sometimes useful to modify
the definition of amplitude-squared squeezing to over-
come this di%culty. In order to do so, we define the
operators

Ti ——(~i) +(~z) (2.9)

This quantity is a minimum for coherent states. In an
analogous fashion one can define

Tz =(b, Y, ) +(b.Yz) (2.10)

=((a —(a ))(a —(a )))+((2N+1)) . (2.11)

For a fixed value of (N ) the states which minimize Tz
will be those for which the first term in Eq. (2.11) is a
minimum. Examination of this term shows that

(@
I

(gt' (izt'))(g' —(a'))
I
@)

=II(a —(a ))%II )0 (2.12)

so that the minimum occurs when

(a —(a ) )4=0 .

The most general solution to this equation is

qI =c i I
a &, +cz

I

a &, ,

(2.13)

(2.14)

where
I
ci

I
+

I
cz

I

=1, and ci and a are chosen to
give the specified value of ( N ) . Therefore, for a fixed
value of (N ) the value of Tz is a minimum for a linear

In terms of creation and annihilation operators this be-
comes

T, =((A ' —(A '))(A' —(A')))+((2N+1))

(2.18)

and similarly for Z2.
The uncertainty relation, Eq. (2.17), is minimized by

even and odd coherent states but, unlike Eq. (2.5), not by
arbitrary linear combinations of them. In this case,
however, states of the form D(P)

I
a), and D(P)

I
a)„

for any a and P, are minimum uncertainty states. This
is because in going from F to Z the operators A and A
were replaced by A —( A ) and A —( A ), respective-
ly. Note that because

I
0), =

I
0) the normal coherent

states are minimum uncertainty states of Z
&

and Z2.
It is also possible to define a higher-order total noise

in terms of the Z variables

Tz ——(bZi) +(bZz) (2.19)

Tz ——([(A —(A )) —((A —(A ))z)]

X[(A —(A &)' —&(A —&A &)'&]&

+2(&N ) —
& A'&( A ) )+ 1 . (2.20)

The first two terms on the right-hand side of this equa-
tion are greater than or equal to zero so that T'2) 1.

This expression attains its minimum value only for
coherent states. In order to see this it is useful to ex-
press T2 as
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T2 )2((N ) —( A ) ( A ) )+1, (2.21)

For coherent states Tz is equal to I. Coherent states are
the only states for which this is true. This follows from
the inequality

and the fact that (N ) —( A ) ( A ) & 0 for all states oth-
er than coherent states.

It should also be mentioned that a state which is
squeezed in the Z variables is nonclassical. For Zi this
follows from

(bZi ) =[(~~ ) +(~2) ]+—,
' J d aP(a)[e ' '[(a*—(a ) )2 —((a —(a ) ) ) ]

+e ' '[(a —(a ) ) —((a —(a ) ) )]J (2.22)

For a classical state P (a) is non-negative definite so that
(EZi) & [(~i) +(~2) ] which implies that a state
which satisfies Eq. (2.18) must be nonclassical. The ar-
gument for Z2 is similar.

Finally, let us discuss the number of photons which is
necessary to attain a given squeezing effect. ' For nor-
mal squeezing we have

(~i) +(~2) =(N) —(A )(A )+—,', (2.23)

which implies that

(N)+ —,
' &(~i) +(~2) (2.24)

Let us consider squeezing in the X& direction. It is pos-
sible to eliminate ~z from the above equation by using
the uncertainty relation ~i~z & —,'. The result is

(N)+ —,
' &(~, ) +1/(4~, ) (2.25)

The right-hand side is a minimum for M& ———,
' and in-

creases as ~i decreases. Equation (2.25) provides a
lower bound on the number of photons necessary to
achieve a given squeezing effect.

For amplitude-squared squeezing one does not get a
restriction on (N+ —,

' ) but on ((N+ —,') ). In order to
see this note that (working with the Y variables)

(b Yi) +(b Yq) =(N +N+1) —( A )( A ) . (2.26)

Considering amplitude-squared squeezing in the Yi
direction we find

& ( 6 Y, ) + [ ( N + —,
' ) /( b, Y, )], (2.27)

where we have used Eq. (2.5). The right-hand side is a
minimum when (b, Yi ) = (N + —,

' ) and increases as

(b, Yi ) becomes smaller. This, in turn, means that
I

((N + —,
'

) ) must increase. Therefore, as the amount of
amplitude-squared squeezing increases, the square of the
number of photons must grow. There does not seem to
be a simple relation of this form for the Z variables.

III. LOWER-ORDER PROCESSES

It has previously been shown that amplitude-squared
squeezing can arise in second-harmonic generation. In
this section two other nonlinear processes will be dis-
cussed which lead to this kind of squeezing. Degenerate
parametric amplification, which produces squeezed
states [1,2], also produces amplitude-squared squeezed
states. Two-photon absorption can also produce states
of this type.

Let us first consider degenerate parametric
amplification. In this process a pump wave at frequency
2' gives rise to a signal at co through an interaction
mediated by a nonlinear medium. " If the pump wave is
strong, we can represent it as a c number. In this ap-
proximation the Hamiltonian for the system is

8 —era a +iv (Pe ' 'a P*e ' 'a (3.1)

where x2 is the coupling constant, f3=
~
P

~

e' is the am-
plitude of the pump field, and a and a are the creation
and annihilation operators for the signal mode. Under
the action of this Hamiltonian the evolution of the slow-
lying varying operators of the signal mode is given by

A (t) = A (0)cosh(2
~
P

~

a&t)+ A (0)e' sinh(2
~
P v2t),

(3.2)
A (t) = A (0)cosh(2

~
P

~

~2t)

+ A (0)e ' sinh(2
~
P

~

v2t) .

These results allow one to calculate the variances which
are needed to examine amplitude-squared squeezing.

Let us first consider what happens to 6Yi. If the sys-
tem is initially in a coherent state with amplitude a, then
at time t we find that

[b, Y, (t)] =cos(28)cosh r sinh r +(cosh r +sinh r)/2

+[(a coshr +a"e' sinhr) e' +(a' coshr +ae ' sinhr) e ' )coshr sinhr

+
~

a coshr +a*e' sinhr
~

(cosh r +sinh r), (3.3)

where r =2
~ P ~

~2t. In order to determine whether there is any amplitude-squared squeezing, it is necessary to sub-
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tract ( N ( t)+ —,
' ) from the above expression:

[b,Yl(t)] —(N(t)+ —,
' ) = [I+cos(20)]cosh r sinh r —sinh~r

+ [(a coshr +a*e' sinhr) e' +(a*coshr +ae ' sinhr) e ' ]coshr sinhr +2
~
a coshr +a*e' sinhr

~

sinh r. (3.4)

With the proper choice of parameters this expression
can become negative. For example, if a=O and 0=m/2,
then Eq. (3.4) becomes

I

ing operators for the nth atom, and if
~

a„) and
~
b„)

are the upper and lower states, respectively, of the nth
atom, then the operator o'„' is given by

[b Y) (t)] —( N (t)+ —,
' ) = —sinh r . (3.&) (3.1 1)

From this one can conclude that the vacuum is
amplitude-squared squeezed by a degenerate parametric
amplifier. The optimal amount of amplitude-squared
squeezing is obtained if 8=m. /2 and a=

~

a
~

e™/4. In
this case one has

[&&)(t)] —(N(t)+ —,
' ) = —(2

~

a
~

e "+sinhr)sinhr,

(3.6)

As is discussed in Ref. 12, it is possible to eliminate the
phase factors in the interaction term by means of a uni-
tary transformation. The Hamiltonian can be further
simplified if we define the total spin operators'

M M
g(3) i ~ ~(3) g(+ ) ~ ~(+ ) g( —) g(+ )~

n ~n
n=1 n =1

(3.12)

[bZ, (t)] =[1+cos(20)]cosh r sinh r + —,
' (3.7)

which is an increase over the vacuum value by a factor
of 4

~

a
~

+ 1 (when r is large).
The situation is somewhat simpler if we look at Z].

Again assuming that the initial state is a coherent state
with amplitude a, we find for (hZ, )

As a result we can use the Hamiltonian

H =boa a+2coS' '+g(a S' '+a S'+')

to describe the system. The total spin operator

S2 (S(3))2+ l (S(+)S(—)+S(—)S(+))
2

(3.13)

(3.14)

From this it is necessary to subtract

[~)(t)] + [~~(t)] =sinh r + —,
'

in order to see if Z& is squeezed. The result is

[b.Z , ( t)]' —[ [~, ( t)]'+[~,( t)]' I

=[I+cos(29)]cosh r sinh r —sinh r .

(3.8)

(3.9)

H'=boa a+ g coo'„)+ g g(e "a o'„
n =1

+e "a (r„+'), (3.10)

where k is the wave vector of the field mode, x„ is the
position of the nth atom, and g is the coupling constant.
The operators o'„+' and o'„' are the raising and lower-

Note that this result is independent of the amplitude of
the initial coherent state. If cos(28) & 0, i.e.,
m/4 &0 & 3m/4 or Svr/4& 0 &7~/4, then Z& will be
squeezed, at least initially. However, unless 0 equals
m/2 or 3m/2 the quantity on the right-hand side of Eq.
(3.9) will become positive for sufficientl large times. If
0 equals vr/2 or 3~/2, then the squeezing of Z& will con-
tinue indefinitely.

Two-photon absorption can also produce amplitude-
squared squeezing. Consider a collection of M two-level
atoms with a two-photon transition between the upper
and lower levels. The energy difference of the levels is
2' and co is the angular frequency of the field mode
which interacts with them. The phenomenological
Hamiltonian which describes this system is

commutes with the Hamiltonian so that the total spin is
conserved. We will be interested in the situation in
which all of the atoms are initially in their ground states.
This means that we need to consider the subspace of the
total atomic Hilbert space on which S has the eigenval-
ue (M/2)[(M/2)+1]. The operators S' ', S'+', and
S' ' can, then, be taken to be spin operators for a spin-
M/2 particle.

Suppose, now, that the intensity of the light is such
that the number of excited atoms is small compared to
M. This allows us to make use of an approximation for
the spin operators based upon the Holstein-Primakoff
representation. ' This is a representation for spin opera-
tors in terms of boson creation and annihilation opera-
tors, g and g, and is explicitly given by

S(+ ) gt(2& pter)
1/2

S( —) (2 pter)(/2g

S(3) s +gtg

(3.15)

H =coa a+2cog g —cuM+A, (a /+a g ), (3.17)

where A, =&Mg and s has been set equal to M/2.
This Hamiltonian is, up to an additive constant, for-

where s is the total spin. When the excitation number is
small, the square roots can be expanded and only the
first terms retained. This yields for S'+ ' and S' ' the
approximations

(3.16)

Substitution of these expressions into the Hamiltonian
g1ves
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mally identical to the Hamiltonian which describes
second-harmonic generation. This means that we can
take over directly the results for amplitude-squared
squeezing in second-harmonic generation which were de-
rived in Ref. 7. In particular, one finds for an initial
state in which the atoms are all in their ground states
and the field is initially in a coherent state with ampli-
tude a=

~

a
~

e' that to second order in A, t

[b, Y, (t)] —(N(t)+ —,
' ) = —2(i(t)

~

a
~

cos(40) . (3.18)

When cos(48) & 0, amplitude-squared squeezing is
present in the field.

The results of this section show that amplitude-
squared squeezing is a relatively common feature of
two-photon processes. In Sec. IV it will be shown that it
occurs in four-photon processes as we11.

IV. HIGHER-ORDER PROCESSES

In this section we will examine two different processes.
The first, a form of four-wave mixing, provides a way of
converting amplitude-squared squeezing into norma1
squeezing. As such it provides a method of detecting
amplitude-squared squeezing. The second process,
fourth-subharmonic generation, is one in which one

pump photon produces four signal photons. In the para-
metric approximation this process produces what have
been called by Braunstein and McLachlan generalized
squeezed states. Here it wi11 be shown that the states
which are produced from the vacuum are not squeezed
in the normal sense but are squeezed in the amplitude-
squared sense.

Let us first examine the four-wave interaction de-

scribed by the following Hamiltonian:

H =coqa a +co8b b +cocc c +ir3(a b c +a bc),2 P f f2

(4. 1)

where 2~& ——~&+co&. We will consider the a mode to
be the input, the b mode the output, and the c mode,
which will be in a large-amplitude coherent state, will
aci as a pump.

This system will be solved using perturbation theory.
It is first convenient to define the slowly varying opera-
tors

A(t)=e "a(t),
B(t)=e ' b (t),
C(t)=e c(t) .

The equations of motion for these operators are

dA/dt = —2i~3A BC,
dC/dt = —E~3B A )

dB/dt = —i~3A C~ .

To first order in the coupling one finds

A(t)=A 2i(—i') ABC, C(t)=C i(x—,t)B A',

(4.2)

(4.3)

and to second order

B (t) =B i (a3t) A C—

(4.4)

—[(ic3t) /2]B (4N„Nc+2Nc —A A ), (4.5)

X~„(t)=[e'~B (t)+e '"B(t)]/2 . (4.6)

We want to calculate its variance. Using the expressions
in the preceding paragraph and assuming the modes to
be uncorrelated at t =0 gives

where operators without arguments are assumed to be
evaluated at t=0, and Nz ——A A and N& ——C C.

The general quadrature component of the b mode is
defined to be

[~ti~(t)] =[~~~(0)] —(i~3t) [~a&(0)l t, 4NwNc+2Nc —A

[( t)2/4][((ei9 A t2C e
—iv A 2C'f)2) ((eiv A t2C e

—&%A 2Ct) )2] (4.7)

If the b mode is initially in a coherent state with ampli-
tude P and the c mode is in a coherent state with ampli-
tude g=

~ g ~

e' C, then

[~~~(t)] = ,'+[(x3t) /2](At A )—

(4.8)

where

y(g) (eieA f2+ e
—iOA 2)/2 (4.9)

is the general quadrature component of the square of the
amplitude of the a mode.

An examination of Eq. (4.8) shows that if
~ g ~

is

sufficiently large, then amplitude-squared squeezing in H =4cub b +era a+i'~(ba +b a ), (4.10)

!

the a mode will be converted into normal squeezing in
the b mode. This is similar to the situation in second-
harmonic generation. In that case amplitude-squared
squeezing of the fundamental results in normal squeezing
of the harmonic. Note that in this process, unlike in
second-harmonic generation, the amount of squeezing in
the b mode can be controlled. The larger the amplitude
of the wave in the c mode, the larger is the squeezing in
the b mode.

We now turn to a process which produces states
which are amplitude-squared squeezed but not squeezed
in the normal sense. In fourth-subharmonic generation a
single pump photon at frequency 4' is converted into
four signal photons at frequency co. The Hamiltonian
which describes this is
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where b and b are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors for the pump, and a and a are those for the signal
mode. Again we define the slowly varying operators

Y (t)=[e'~A '(t)+e '~A'(t)]/2

=Yz+2iir4t[e'+B (A A +A A )

A (t) =e' 'a (t), B (t) =e '"'b(t),
which obey the equations of motion

(4.1 1) —e '+B(AA +A A)] . (4.13)

d A /dt = —4i~4BA, dB/dt = —iv4A (4.12)

Solving these equations to first order, one finds for the
general quadrature component of the square of the am-
plitude

Let us now suppose that the initial state of the system
is the product of a coherent state in the a mode of am-
plitude a and a coherent state in the b mode of ampli-
tude p=

i p ~

e . Using Eq. (4.13) and its square, we
find that

I ~Y,(t)]'= I
a

I

'+-,' —41p
I
«4t)l»n(2V —8s)(6

I
a

l
'+12

I
a

I

'+3}—t (e 'a' —e 'a*')] (4.14)

The number of photons in the signal mode is

(N„(t)) =
[
a

(

'+4i
[ p [(it4t}(e 'a' —e 'a* ),

(4.15)
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APPENDIX
which in combination with Eq. (4.14) gives

[6Y,(t) ]'—(X„(t)+-,' )

= —4
~
P

~
(ir4t)sin(2y —8s }(6

~

a
~

+ 12
~

a
~

+3)

(4.16)

From this equation it is clear that if sin(2y —8s ) & 0,
then there is amplitude-squared squeezing in the y direc-
tion. The existence of this squeezing is independent of
the initial amplitude of the signal mode though its mag-
nitude is not. In particular, the signal mode vacuum
will be amplitude-squared squeezed by this process. The
resulting state is, however, not squeezed in the normal
sense. This is demonstrated in the Appendix where it is
shown to be true to all orders and not just to first order.
This shows that normal squeezing and amplitude-
squared squeezing are independent eff'ects.

V. CONCLUSION

Amplitude-squared squeezing is a nonclassical efI'ect
which occurs in a number of nonlinear optical processes.
It is present in such well-studied situations as second-
harmonic generation, degenerate parametric amplifica-
tion, and two-photon absorption, as well as in higher-
order processes. Amplitude-squared squeezing can be
converted into normal squeezing by interactions in
which the square of the field amplitude of one mode is
coupled to the amplitude of a second mode. Second-
harmonic generation and certain kinds of four-wave mix-
ing are examples of such interactions. This means that
amplitude-squared squeezed states can be of use in ob-
taining noise reduction in the output of certain nonlinear
optical devices.
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Here it will be shown that in fourth-subharmonic gen-
eration the state which results from the signal mode vac-
uum is not squeezed. This has already been shown to be
true in the parametric approximation where the pump
mode is replaced by a classical field. ' Here we will con-
sider a quantized pump, but the argument will be quite
similar to that in Ref. I5. It is included here for the
sake of completeness. Finally, note that in contrast to
the body of the paper the Schrodinger picture will be
used throughout this appendix.

The proof is based upon the fact that the operator

M =4b b+a a (Al)

commutes with the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (4.10).
This means that the operator

V(8) i OM iea a 4i Ob b (A2)

commutes with the time development transformation
U(t)=e " . The operator V(8) has the following prop-
erties:

V(8)aV '(8)=e ' a V(8)bV '(8)=e ' b .

Now let the initial state of the system be
~

4). We
then have that

( Ii
i

U '(t)V(8)A "(t)V '(8)U(t)
~

0')

=e '"'(0
i

U '(t)A "(t)U(t)
i
4)

=(+
~

V(8)U '(t}A "(t)U(t)V '(8)
~

Ii), (A4)

where, again, A (t)=e' 'a. Let us consider the case
in which the initial state is of the form

~

0') =
~

0) z
~
'P)s, i.e., the product of the vacuum

state in the a mode and a general state in the b mode.
The operator V(m/2) takes such a state into itself. This
is true because this state can be expanded as

This research was supported by a grant from the City
University of New York PSC-CUNY Research Award ~

4') =pc„~ 0) ~ ~

n )~, (A5)
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(qt
I

U '(t) A "(t)U(t)
I

P ) =0 (A7)

for n not a multiple of 4, and in particular for n =1 or 2.
The properties of the matrix elements of A "(t) which

are summarized in Eq. (A7) can be used to calculate

where
I

n )s is a b mode number state and
V(tr/2)

I
0)qI81

I
n )s ——

I
0)~

I
n )s. If we combine

this result with Eq. (A4), we get that

(e —'" "—1)(%'
I

U (t)A "(t)U(t)
I
%') =0 (A6)

which implies

(~~~ ) and (~2~ ), i.e., the fluctuations in the quad-
rature components of the mode. As a result of the prop-
erty expressed in Eq. (A7), one finds that

(~,„)=(~2~ ) = —,'('0
I

U '(t)(2a a+ 1)U(t)
I
4) .

(A8)
Because ~

& „~zz & —,', Eq. (A8) implies that both
AX&z and ~2& are greater than or equal to —,

' so that
neither is squeezed. These arguments apply to squeezing
in any direction so that, in fact, the state which evolves
from

I
4) is not squeezed.
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